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Aim and Scopes of Journal

The Lasbela University Journal of Science & Technology (LUJST) is devoted to all basic science subjects such as biology, chemistry, physics, mathematic, computer science, geology, geophysics, agriculture, marine sciences, water sciences, environment, and veterinary medicine etc. Journal accepts all kind of publications including original articles, short communications, review and case studies, on various facets of scientific development and research, editorials/technical commentaries, reports on science and technology conferences, extensive book reviews and various science related announcements and publishes articles from around the world presenting results of major research from all science subject.

For Authors’ Guidance

Submit your Article to LUJS:

For Hard Copy Submission

Manuscripts being submitted should be addressed as follows:
EDITORIAL OFFICE, LASBELA UNIVERSITY JOURNAL OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY
Lasbela University of Agriculture, Water and Marine Sciences, Uthal, Pakistan
District Lasbela, Uthal, Balochistan, Pakistan. Phone: +92-853-610916

For SoftCopy Submission

Manuscripts being submitted should be email at:

Email: lujst@hotmail.com

Authors are requested to follow the steps given below before submitting your article for efficient and rapid publication process. Article not prepared in accordance with this regulation will not be given consider for further process.

LUJST’s Publication policy
LUJST publisher’s editorial policy insists the authors to disclose the originality of the manuscripts that are submitted. Articles submitted to LUJST are peer reviewed independently by reviewers / experts in the concerned area and the articles are accepted on the basis of acknowledgement / comments received from the reviewers. Reviewers to each article are assigned by the editor in chief independently. Research validity, research significance, authenticity of the research work, quality of the submitted manuscript is being evaluated by reviewers to ensure the quality before publication. Papers pending in other journals will not be considered. LUJST request the authors not to communicate an article that is under consideration / accepted and yet to be published in any other similar journal and if found the author will be highly noted, will cause for immediate rejection or editorial retraction after publication and their future correspondence will no longer be encouraged.

Experimental evidence presented to LUJST publishers must provide ethical approval letter. (in case of animal and human research based experiments) Manuscripts lacking this information will not be encouraged for publication.

Peer-Reviewed Manuscripts

- **Research Articles** (up to ~6500 words, including references, notes and captions, or ~7 printed pages) are expected to present a major advance. Research Articles include an abstract, an introduction, up to six figures or tables, sections with brief subheadings, and about 30 references. Materials and Methods should usually be included in supplementary materials, which should also include information needed to support the paper's conclusions.

- **Reports** (up to ~3500 words including references, notes and captions or ~4 printed pages) present important new research results of broad significance. Reports should include an abstract, an introductory paragraph, up to four figures or tables, and about 30 references. Materials and Methods should usually be included in supplementary materials, which should also include information needed to support the paper's conclusions.

- **Reviews** (up to 6500 words including references, notes and captions) describe new developments of interdisciplinary significance and highlight future directions. They include an abstract, an introduction that outlines the main theme, brief subheadings, and
an outline of important unresolved questions. A maximum of 70 references is suggested. Most Reviews are solicited by the editors, but unsolicited submissions may also be considered.

**Organization of Manuscript:**

Manuscripts should be typewritten and double spaced throughout, with line number and 2.5 cm margins on all sides. Abstract, tables, and figure legends should be included in text and on separate sheets too. All manuscript sheets must be numbered successively. Authors should submit his/her manuscript by e-mail.

**Title page:**

The title page of manuscript should contain title, author's names of authors and their affiliations, a short title (running title), and the name and address of correspondence author including telephone number, fax number, and e-mail address, if available. Authors with different affiliations should be identified by the use of the same superscript on name and affiliation. In addition, a sub-field of submitted papers may be indicated on the top right corner of the title page.

**Abstract:**

The abstract should provide a clear and succinct statement of the findings and thrusts of the manuscript. The abstract should be intelligible in itself, written in complete sentences. Since LUJST is an interdisciplinary journal, it is important that the abstract be written in a manner which will make it intelligible to biologists in all fields. Authors should avoid non-standard abbreviations, unfamiliar terms and symbols. References cannot be cited in the Abstract. Authors should submit their paper in English Language. Each abstract should not contain more than 250 words.

**Introduction:**
This section should describe the objectives of the study and provide sufficient background information to make it clear why the study was undertaken. Lengthy reviews of the past literature are discouraged.

**Materials and Methods:**

This section should provide the reader with sufficient information that will make it possible to repeat the work. For modification of published methodology, only the modification needs to be described with reference to the source of the method. Information regarding statistical analysis of the data should be included.

**Results:**

This section should provide hard core data obtained. Same data/information given in a Table must not be repeated in a Figure, or vice versa. It is not acceptable to repeat extensively the numbers from Tables in the text and give long explanations of the Tables and Figures. The results should be presented succinctly and completely.

**Discussion:**

The discussion should include a concise statement of the principal findings, discussion of the significance of the work, and appraisal of the findings in light of other published works dealing with the same or closely related object. Redundant descriptions of material in the Introduction and Results, and extensive discussion of literature are discouraged.

**Acknowledgements:**

If necessary, a brief Acknowledgements section may be included.

**References to literature** should be listed alphabetically by authors at the end of the article; all references should be complete. For articles in journals or other serial publications, the reference should give in order: Author's name, year of publication, full title: full name of periodical or series, volume number, inclusive pages. For books or other unnumbered publications, it should give: Author's name, year of publication, full title: place of publication, publisher and page.
number. References must be given in full without abbreviations. (REFERENCES TO PAPERS WITH MORE THAN TWO AUTHORS SHOULD BE CITED THUS IN THE TEXT: (Adams et al, 1988) but in full in the References. Citations within an article should be to author and year, with specific pages wherever appropriate.

Example References:

Papers:


Theses:


Books and Related Publications:


Weblink reference:


Maps:


Abstracts:

**Preparation of Covering Letter**

Cover letters must state that the paper is new and original and not under consideration for publication elsewhere.

**Preparation of Tables:**
Tables should be simple and intelligible without requiring references to the text. Each table should have a concise heading, should be typed on a separate sheet of paper, and must have an explanatory title. All tables should be referred to in the text, and their approximate position indicated on the margin of the manuscript. Ruling in tables, especially vertical or oblique line should be avoided.

**Preparation of Illustrations:**
Illustrations should be termed "Figures" (not "plates", even if they cover an entire page) and labeled with numbers. All figures should be referred to in the text and numbered consecutively in Arabic numerals (Fig. 1, Fig. 2, etc.). Scales in linedrawings must be mounted parallel to either the top or side of the figures. In planning illustrations, authors should keep the size of the printed page in mind, making due allowance for the figure legend. The figures must be identified on the reverse side with the author's name, the figure number, and the orientation of the figure (top and bottom). The preferred location of the figures should be indicated on the margin of the manuscript. Illustrations in color may be published at the author's expense. The legends for several figures may be typed on the same page. Sufficient details should be given in the legend to make it intelligible without reference to the text.

**Reviewers Details**

Please suggest two competent reviewers with complete details (Name, Designation, Email and Contact number)

**References:** Manuscripts will be sent to one or more referees at the discretion of the Editor-in-Chief. Reviewers are given the option of providing an anonymous report or a signed report. In
established disciplines, concordance with accepted disciplinary paradigms is the chief guide in evaluating material for scholarly publication. On many of the matters of interest to the Society for Scientific Exploration, however, consensus does not prevail. Therefore the Lasbela University Journal of Science necessarily publishes claimed observations and proffered explanations that will seem more speculative or less plausible than those appearing in some mainstream disciplinary journals. Nevertheless, those observations and explanations must conform to rigorous standards of observational techniques and logical argument. If publication is deemed warranted but there remain points of disagreement between authors and referee(s), the reviewer(s) may be given the option of having their opinion(s) published along with the article, subject to the Editor-in-Chief’s judgment as to length, wording, and the like. The publication of such critical reviews is intended to encourage debate and discussion of controversial issues, since such debate and discussion offer the only path toward eventual resolution and consensus.

**Proof and author copies:** After reviewing the copyedited manuscript, corresponding authors will receive typeset PDF page proofs for review. PDF copies of the published Journal will be sent to all authors.

**Copyright:** Authors retain copyright to their writings. However, when an article has been submitted to the *Lasbela University Journal of Science & Technology* for consideration, the Journal holds first serial (periodical) publication rights. Additionally, after acceptance and publication, the journal has the right to post the article on the Internet and to make it available via electronic as well as print subscription. The material must not appear anywhere else (including on an Internet website) until it has been published by the Journal (or rejected for publication). After publication in the Journal, authors may use the material as they wish but should make appropriate reference to the prior publication in the Journal. For example: “Reprinted from [or From] “[title of article]”, Lasbela University Journal of Science, vol. [xx], no. [xx], pp. [xx], published by the journal.

**Disclaimer:** While every effort is made by the Publisher, Editors, and Editorial Board to see that no inaccurate or misleading data, opinion, or statement appears in this Journal, they wish to point out that the data and opinions appearing in the articles and announcements herein are the sole responsibility of the contributor concerned. The Publisher, Editors, Editorial Board, and their
respective employees, officers, and agents accept no responsibility or liability for the consequences of any such inaccurate or misleading data, opinion, or statement.

**Have you completed the following requirements before submitting your manuscript?**

- Acceptable format of your article: Microsoft word (.doc, .docx)
- Covering letter should be placed as first page of an article
- Tables & Figures in text and as separate document files
- Name of two reviewers/Referee/Expert. Who should have at least three research papers published in indexed journals in their field of specialization.

**Submitting of Article** (Electronic submission)

Submit article at: lujst@hotmail.com

**After Submission**

- Check your inbox for confirmation mail
- If confirmation not received in 2 working days, please contact at:

  raziq2007@gmail.com OR draslam.ms@luawms

**Thanks for considering LUJST for your publication**